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Two Candidates Disqualified
•
1n Class of 82 Election
By Jill Spiegler
Anchor Staff Writer

Last Wednesday, February 21,
the Student Parliament Elections
Commission recommended that
two candidates for the office of the
President of the Class of 1982,
Anthony DellaSilva and Robert
Distaolo be declar--edineligible.
The grounds for this decision lies
in the constitution for the class of
'82 and the Records office.
Article III, "Membership"
reads, "The membership of this
organization shall consist of all and
only those people who are duly
enrolled by RIC as members of the
Class of 1982." After checking with
the Records Office, the status of
these two students was announced.
Robert Distaolo, who just started
at RIC this semester, has no
credits but is carrying a full load
and Anthony DellaSilva has only
earned four credits and is carrying
12. In order to be a member of the

Class of '82, a student must obtain
a minimum of 30 credits ( a 3 credit
leeway is given by the Elections
Commission) by the end of his
freshman year.
Robert Distaolo is reported to
the recomaccepted
have
Anthony
while
mendation,
DellaSilva intends to appeal the
decision.
DellaSilva said, "If they told me
( the decision) two weeks ago, I
would have looked into it, and
considered withdrawing.''
After conferring with Dr. Gary
Dean . of Students,
Penfield,
DellaSilva dedded to appeal the
decision to Parliament.
DellaSilva is relying on several
key points when he presents his
argument to Parliament. He said,
"The votes show he (Jeff Hebert)
and I are the ones that they (the
class) want." He continued to
outline his points saying, "It says
in the Anchor, "Freshmen Class

Elections." In addition, if it hadn't
been for the water pipe break on
November 29, the constitution
would have gone through last
semester, and DellaSilva would
have been eligible for the position.
''The decision
Furthermore,
wasn't made till it (election day)
was half over."
Jeff Hebert, the sole vicepresidential candidate said: "If
Tony isn't given the Presidency,
there will be some kind of protest
from the other officers."
Lisa Corsetti, a spokesperson for
Commission
Elections
the
confirmed that if the constitution
had been passed last semester,
DeflaSilva would be eligible for the
position. She said, "The club is
unorganized and it's unfortunate
that it wasn't organized in time for
last semester."
The question is: Was the election
for the 'Freshmen Class' or 'The
Class. of 1982'? DellaSilva says that

R. I. Council on Economic Education:
P·romoting "Economic Literacy For All"
Part I
BY:Greg Markley
Anchor Co-Executive Editor

1969. The R.I. Council on
Economic Education <RICEE) is
formed. The budget for the year is
$5,000.Professors Peter Moore and
Kenneth ~,1.mdberg.of the RIC
Economics bepartment coordinate
the activities of the Council,
·teaching courses for the Council
outside of their regular course
loads and using their college,.
offices as the official headquarters
for the RICEE.
1979. The Council celebrates its
Tenth Anniversary. G. William
Miller, chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board, addresses the 10th
annual meeting. The meeting, held
in the newly reopened and
renovated Biltmore Hotel, is
attended by many of the leaders of
the state's business community.
Miller, as Textron president an
early backer of lhe . Council,
declares himself thr\lled at the
growth of the RICEK
The R.I. Council on ·Economic
Education has come a long way. It
has evolved from a small-scale
operation aimed at educating
elementary teachers and their
students into a major enterprise
eliminating
to.
. dedicated
"economicil literacy" wherever it
may be found. The Council,
associated with Rhode Island
College since it began, has become
major asset to RIC, serving as
both a recruitment vehicle and an
image builder for the college. •
The principal program of the
Council is the Developmental
Economic Education Program
a teacl)er-training
(DEEP),
program designed to increase t~e
• economic knowledge of pubhc
school teachers. · Approximately
half of the state's school districts
have DEEP projects operating at
some level, says Dr. J~hn
RICEE Execu~1ve
Sapinsley,
Director and RIC Associate
Professor of Economics. "We're
only halfway there," Sapinsley
de~lares, notirig that he personally
would like to see DEEP contracts
in effect in 75 percent to 80 percent
of the school districts, if not all of
them.

The Council, in cooperation with
the URI School of Business,
undertook an economic aw.areness
poll last year. The results were
disconcerting. Rhode Islanders
were shown to ·understand microproblems <problems involving
their personal finances) but were
sorely Jacking in knowledge of
macro-problems (such as national
income, employment an~ prices).
The poll results emphasize the
need for economic education for
to Dr.
according
everyone,
Kenneth Lundberg, RICEE Vice
of
and Professor
Chairman
Economics at RIC. He says that
programs aimed at educating· the
average citizen are "something we
( the Council people) are dreaming
about."
Sapinsley is a strong supporter of
the
to educate
programs
economically disadvantaged since
··to be able to manage your own
is vital for these
resources"
people, who must use the little
money they have wisely. The
Council is getting involved in such
programs, Sapinsley said.
The R.I. Council is affiliated with
the Joint Council on Economic
Education, centered in New York,
which has the "dissemination of
information and new developments
in economic education" as its
(;. William Miller, Chairman of
purpose. The Joint Council, as well
tht> Ft-deral Rt>serve Board, who
as being a clearinghouse for
spokl' at RIC'EE's 10th annual
information, presents conventions,
m~_~ting. As ·president of Textron,
sponsors speakers and awards
:\lilll'r was a strong supporter of
grants to· the local chapters. It is
tht> RIC based Council.
estimated that by the end of 1979
upper level employees of various the Council will have chapters in
operation in all fifty states.
and a Summer
companies;
( Next week: The Council's
Internship program, which places
two teachers in private industry involvement with RIC; the Center
jobs for firsthand observation of for Economic Education; and
RICEE's future).
the world of business.

With its budget rising 800 percent
in a decade, to over $40,000 yearly,
the Council has gotten involved in a
dozen other programs, aside from
the DEEP program. Included
among these are the TRADEOFF_'S
program <an educational series on
Channel 36 catering to nine to
several
thirteen-year-olds);
graduate-level courses directed
towards teachers; an Employee
Economic Education program
offering seminars to middle and

the election is for the 'Freshmen
the college would be entitled to run
Class, as it-says in the Anchor. • for any office." Corsetti replied to
Records
the
to
According
this question in a similar fashion,
DellaSilva is a "I don't think he has a leg to stand
Department,
member of the Class of 1983,but he on." The unofficial election results
is a freshman. Corsetti says, "As of were announced last Wednesday at
this point in time, he is a member the vote counting.
Pending
of the class of '83. If I let him run Parliament's decision, they ar.e:
for that class office, when he is not
a member of that class, then I am
President: Dorie Brockington setting a precedent which will 18; Tony DeUaSilva - 53; Other allow any non-member of an 9.
organization or club to run for an
office of that organization or club."
Vice-President: Jeff Hebert She also pointed out that it would 60; Other - 10.
take DellaSilva all his seventh
semester to catch up and become a
Secretary : Roberta Kay - 67;
member of the Class of '82.
Other - 13.
Dorie Brockington, the official
for the office of
candidate
Treasurer: Vik Urbanski - 53;
president of the class of 82, when Cheryl Bernardo - 24; Other - 3.
asked if she felt DellaSilva had a
chance at Parliament's Meeting
Representative:
Parliament
Wednesday said, "I don't think Dorie Brockington - 54; Peter
they're going to accept his petition. Bottella - 66; Other - (Max
If they did, any student enrolled in Leblovic - 1, Snoopy - 1, etc.)

Change Proposed for
Continuing Ed.· Pol"icy
also said that by offering mostly
lower level "skill building"
in the Continuing
courses
Dr. Walter Crocker, Dean of_ Education program, mostly nonContimung Education and School matriculating students will be
Services, has informed RIC-AFT ·attracted to it. .
Averill said that the RIC-AFT
President Dr. Donald Averill that
he would like to see a change in the ·Executive Committee must keep in
current Continuing Education mind the best interests ·of the
policy. Under the proposed new faculty while considering the
policy courses in the Continuing proposal. Careful consideration
Education program would be will surely be given as to whether
offered during the 1979 Swnmer or not duplication of courses is
beneficial. Also the fact that
'Session.
is faculty compensation rates are
Education
Continuing
by a. somewh_at lower for Contin~ng
governed
presently
of agreement Educat10n courses than .or
memorandum
between the RIC-AFT and the· standard Swnmer Session courses
Board of Regents. It is this will be consi_dered.
Both Averill and Crocker have
memorandum that determines the
• salary rates for all fac~lty stated that it w?u_Idbe _beneficialto
members teaching Continuing both the Admm1strat10n.and ~e
Since RIC-AFT to resolve this policy
courses.
Education
Continuing Education summer chan~e in a c~perative manner~
courses are a new idea there is no Averill has appomted Earl Stevens
present policy that 'determines and Neil Gonsalves of the RICAFT to negotia~e_the~1icy chan~e
summer pay rates for faculty.
In a business Jetter to Averill with the Adm1mstrahofl. Averill
9, Crocke; said, "I a~ hopeful that he
dated February
requested that Averill ask the (S~evens) w1l! be able. to resolve
RIC-AFT Executive Committee the problem m an amicable way
to approve the present salary rates for the satisfaction of everyone,
for the Summer Session. Crocker concerned."
Crocker said he believes that the
• said that the Continuing Education
Summer Program is in no way Executive Committee will approve
intended to compete with the the policy change within a week or
regular Summer Session. Crocker so.
By Ray D'Antuono
Anchor Contributor

Tuition Task Force Formed
President David E. Sweet has
established a Tuition Task Force
which will make recommendations
for tuition rates for the 1980-81
year. The nine member committee,
has been charged with the task of

recommending what per cent"
students should pay and what per
cent society should pay, since both
benefit from higher education.

groups-such as the sororities, the
Anchor Christian Fellowship, and
Once upon a time there was an together. Though united in the• the Anchor-favored having the
International Fair Committee. belief that such an International Fair o~ the same day as the major
James
( the
comprised of student organizations Fair was a splendid idea, the performance
groups members of the Committee were' Montgomery Band) so that
and other interested
determined to present a day for the divided over the best means to attendance at the Fair would be1
large. The other groups said that
showcasing of various ethnic achieving the desired end.
Specifically, lhe selection of a the Fair should be presented on a
groups anrl cultures.
The Committee had a most day for, the Fair was a matter separate day, so that the ideals and
international.
of
difficult time getting its ·act causing deep division. Half of the message

would not be
brotherhood
overshadowed by a rock group.
Groups reasoning this way were
the
the Theatre Department,
Modern Languages Department
and others.
It appeared that the Fair would
never be held. Then, at a time
when nearly all hope was lost,
of
head
Lynn • Singleton,

A True Lif~ Fairy Tale

Continued on Page 8

Who the Hell Cares?
Who has the number eight team in the nation? ~-hose wrestling team
is 9-2-1?Do you know? Chances are that you don't.
RIC has two of the best teams in the region in both wrestling and
basketball. Both are headed for the playoffs. How many people on
campus know this? Probably not very many.
The basketball team is ranked eighth in the nation for Division III
schools. They are unbeaten against all of their Division III opponents and
have beaten most Division II opponents.
The wrestling team is 9-2-1 and has some very good grapplers. Jim
Soares is 10-1-1while captain Chris Tribelli is 9-2-1. But, anyway, who
cares?
The attitude towards sports on this campus is pathetic. When a
basketball game is played in Walsh Gym, the gym is usually empty.
Walsh seats close to 2,000people but for last week's game against a strong
Division II team, New Haven, only 250 people showed up. Some kind of
support!
Even though wrestling is a one-on-onesport, emotion plays a big part.
If a wrestler has a big crowd behind him, he can-psyche himself up to beat
his opponent.
Whenever RlC sponsors an athletic event it is free with a RIC I D so
there should be no problem with the cash. The times are always ~ted
and most are at 8:00 p.m, Dorm students should get out and support their
teams. Let's get rid of the stupid idea of lack of support. Let's get rid of
the "who the hell cares" attitude!
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faculty or stall of lhe college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
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This Week's
Cover·

Activity Fee M1sused
To the Editor:
It has come to my attention that
this past weekend the X-rated film
"Emmanuelle" was funded by the
Student Activities Programming
funds. I, a student at RIC,
must pay a set
mandatorily
amount of money each year to
support this fund. In return, the
provide<;
Activities
Student
suitable and of
programming
interest for the entire student body.
By its nature, an X-rated film is
of limited interest, and often
offensive lo a percentage of the
generatpublic. The subject matter
of such films is contrary to my

moral and ethical beliefs. I canriot
pass judgement on the showing of
the films themselves, but I am
vehemently opposed to my money
subsidizing the rental of the film. I
can only question the funding
policies of our student activities
and its ability lo represent the
student body as a whole.
In future programming, I should
hope that films of this nature could
be funded by some other means, or
else students be given the right to
abstain from putting money into
this program at all.
Sincerely,
Thomas L. Goossma:,

Is a photograph of Anthony
phoby Anchor
DellaSilva
tographer Bruce Sumner.

Sex· Discrimination

at RIC?

Part 3: Salary Equity

Averill, president of RIC-AFT." ...
the Union refused to tie its hands
and give up its legal and grievance
"I'm on the side of the women,"
said RIC president David Sweet rights when these rights might be
its
when speaking about the newly- • the bases for protecting
members.''
formed Salary Equity Committee.
The S.E.C. was formed by Sweet
a
Both Sweet and Nazarian
1979 after
in January,
of
the importance
subcommittee of the Task Force on stressed
Women had identified what Sweet carrying out the task with utmost
provide for a one week suspension called "macro problems" in the care and precision. They also
We wish lo inform you quite
from school for each person caught area of salary inequity among stressed the importance of having
cm pha t ically of a persistent
food in Donovan. members of the RIC faculty. Upon an accurate data base with which
throwing
at Donovan Dining
problem
Further. to make this sanction discovering what the findings of to work.
observed
We have
Center.
were, Sweet
operable. we urge Dining Center the committee
numerous instances of food being
The term "data base" refers to a
'}~ 1an exp)~'rjt 11.nd appointed the four members of the
thrown onto tl;le floor, on j:\eop)e's official~.
part of standard subcomm'ittee and four other collection of data which is used for
eontinuing
.plates. and even on people
lo persons to the S.E.C., which is record-keeping, comparisons and
procedure,
operating
themselves. This is an intolerable
periodically observe the balcony chaired by Dr. John Nazarian, the like. James Cook, Dean of Arts
situation and must be remedied at
and Sciences, who orgqnized· the
floor of the dining center during Vice President for Administrative
once.
normal lunch hours; and further. Services. The specific findings of data base to be used by the s·.E.C.,
explained that its accuracy will
are presently
that security personnel be allowed the committee
Despite the fact that many
have to be proven lhrough
in unavailable lo the press.
assist dining officials
10
people have becomt> c,omplacent
The remainder of the committee individual consultations with each
observance of this rule.
about this situation, and some have
Some may think this is a trivial is composed of Dr. Muriel Cornell, faculty member. The data base
even come to accept it as a
matter. We most emphatically do Dr. Patricia Glasheen, Dr. David contains information such as the
••given". we cannot tolerate this
not. If this is to be a civil public (;reene. Dr. James Koch, Dr. sex. salary rate, earned degrees,
situation. as people should have a
of
years
of
the Eleanor McMahon, and Dr. ancy and
number
promoting
institution
privilege to enjoy their lunch in
intelligence of human beings. we Oppenlander. Cornell, Glasheen, employment al RIC for each
pea,ce.A way must be found lo stop
aberrant
this
allow
cannot
Greene and Oppenlander also faculty member.
these animals from throwing food.
behavior to continue. It is clearly served on the Task Force
Since wt> are apparently not
0
resident subcommittee.
that
possibility
the ~esponsibilitv r'
The
dealing with any intelligent life
ls,,.
Sweet and Donov
In stating the charge given to the discrimination might exist on the
form in this matter. the only
·on'
that RIC does not
S.E.C.. Sweet said. "The charge lo HIC campus was brought lo the
effective recourse is lo provide
l' HI.
this committee is to follow up on attention of the administration by a
parties
the
for
sanctions
Bill Hardman
preliminary analyses completed report written in June, 1977 by
con~mitting such stupid acts. We
David Medberry
by the Task Force on Women and Mary Ball Howkins and Dr. Nancy
Sweet
President
that
urge
David Gorham
also by the administration. Its Oppenlander. faculty members at
facilitate the adoption of a rule to
specific task is to examine the RIC.
1
faculty salary structure at Rhode
Letters to tlu~ Editor~ Policy
On this subject, Dr. William
Island College and to make
Lopes. Special Assistant to Sweet
Our official policy is to reject recommendations lo the President.
This week we received n letter
to the The committee will consider the stated that although two faculty
/ette:·s that nre forwarded
regarding a record review (of a
members m_ay be hired by the
paper unsigned. Names may be salaries of all faculty members in
Rod Stewart album) published in
same department at the same level
upon request. but the this study."
withheld
the Feb. 19 issue. We will not
The RIC chapter of the AFT was in the same year, that is not
author's name must at least be
publish the letter until the author
invited to serve on the S.J!!.C., but necessarily true that they should
/mown to 11s.
it.
for
claims credit
receive the same salary.
Editors
declined. according to Donald

, Food F1ghts at RIC

...

By Lori-Ann D' Antonio
Anchor Staff Writer

Nazarian said, "I believe that
there should be representation (by
women and other minorities)."
However, Sweet encompassed
possible
of
phases
all
discrimination when he said, "I
have no doubt that in American
higher education women have been
in
against
discriminated
admissions, in appointments to
positions, in promotions, in salary,
and in tenure. I am uncertain as to
whether or not such discrimination
has occurred at Rhode Island
College. I set up both .the Task
Force on Women and the Salary
Equity Commilfee to find out. At
present, they are concentrating on
faculty salaries. If they find that
discrimination on the basis of sex
has occurred, at the College in
setting the salary of any woman, I
expect them to report that fact and
I intend that any such inequity
shall be immediately corrected."

Tuition

Task Force

Continued from Page I

The task force has met two
times: once on January 31st and
again on February 20th. The group
will work to determine the amount
of tuition for RIC and to explain
why that amount is appropriate
and what services it will go for.
The entire College community will
be given an opportunity to add its
advice lo the recommendations of
the task force at a public hearing to
be held on April 15th.
This massive task must be
completed in a relatively short
time. because by the task force's
recomtheir
own timeline
mendations must be presented to
·the President by May 10th.
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. The Secret o_fthe Kremliii
By T. Steven Tegu, Ph.D.
Assl)CiateProfessor
Dept. of Modern Languages
The Photo: My feeble attempt to
the
portray photographically
Kremlin together with the secrecy
we generally
and mystery
associate with it. The onion-shaped
dome is St. Basil Cathedral. The
eye,
all-seeing
mysterious,
underground is whatever you
make of it. It could be the secret
police. Another interpretation
might be the Soviet people looking
towards religion which is outlawed
in Communists states. Lenin called
religion "the opiate of the people."
You may interpret the symbolism
as you see it.
This article was ·inspired through
a petition by a number of students
who wish to study Russian at our
college. I thought that I would take
the opportunity to say something
abo.ut the Russian language and·
the people that speak out.
The Soviet Union
The Soviet Union is something
we should not ignore in education.
In a matter of little more than half
century, Russia was able t<,
transform itself from a country in

a

which land could be bought
together with the people on it, to a
world power rivaling the United
States. It was a social and politica.1
metamorphosis. It is a gigantic
country which requires the sun
eleven hours to cross it. It is a
country situated on two continents,
Europe and Asia with the Ural
mountains as a mid-point. It is a
country with an European and with
an Asiatic personality.
The Soviet Union, erroneously
called Russia, by most Americans,
is made up of fifteen republics and
Some 150
some territories.
different languages are spoken
with Russian being the official
language. The Russian language,
an instrument of great precision
and richness, was one of the
factors which played an important
role in the miraculous progress of
the country.
The Russian Language
The Russian language is the
daughter of Bulgarian and a sister
of Serbo-Crotian. Ukarainian, Pol-.
ish and the Czech languages. Its
literature. both prose and poetry,
is among the greatest in the world
boasting such names as Pushkin,

Tolstoy, Chekhov, Gogel and
Dostoyevsky. What makes the
written language appear strange to
us is the Cyrillic alphabet. It was
imrented by Cyril and Methodius,
two Greek monks from Salonika.
The Soviets make no reference to
the fact, that the Cyrillic alphabet,
one of the gems of Russian culture,
is a Greek invention. These two
monks used some Greek letters, a
letter from the_Hebrew language,
and invented letters that expressed
sounds of Russian. For example,
by using the Hebrew Shin (looks
like an E on its back) they
expressed the sound of Sh which
requires two letters in English. A
single letter also represents the
sound of Ch. George Bernard Shaw
used to say that we could never
compete with the Soviets, since his
name could be written with two
letters in Russian, but requiring
four letters in English! The Cyrillic
alphabet is very scientific with
each letter having only one sound
of its position in
regardless
reference to the other letters.
Lag in the Study of Languages
l\lay Hurt the United States
In a recent art:~•: l,, t~;: ' 1::·,·;

York Times, it stated that: "the
United States is alone among
industrial countries in its neglect of
foreign languages in· the schools,
according to new information, and
the situation is far worse than
officially quoted statistics indicate.
Unless there is a rapid reversal of
the trend, experts believe, the
United States will be severely
its
han;ipered ·in fulfilling
obligations
international
diplomatic,as well as economic. In
addition, they say, many young
people are shutting themselves out
in
careers
promising
of
international commerce, a rapidly
growing field."
Peaceful Co-existence with
the Soviet Union
The Soviet Union and the United
States, the world's super powers
have enough atomic weaponry to
destroy each other a hundred times
over and to create enough
radioactivity to destroy every
living thing on earth. Confrontation
is out of question. We must find
some means of understanding each
other. Russia is trying. English is
required in all Soviet schools. Each
,;,.,.,"' tPn<:ion inrrPai-es bet~ -~" Lr'

two super-powers together with the
possibility of war, I ask myself:
_."what are we doing at the college
to learn about the Soviet Union."
Isn't it the duty of our educational
people to prepare the citizens to
cope with the future'? What are we
doing to understand the Soviets
better? I believe that the study of
the Russian language would be a
good beginning.
We invite students and faculty
members who would like to study
Russian towrite or talk to me or
Calvin Tillotson, Chairman of the
Department of Modern Languages.
We don't know just how we will
handle the issue, but we would like
-to find out how many are interested
in thi" undertaking.

,---------------•
This story, written by Dr. 'f.
Tegu of the Modern
Steven
Languages Department, projects
the views of the author, and not
necessarily the editors or staff of
The Anchor.

_____________
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to meet him, ask questions and enjoy some refreshments. The film
is being sponsored by tbL Department of Anthropology and
Geography in conjunction with the College Lectures Co!,Jlmittee.
ATIENTION STUDENTS! Butler Hospital is looking for
volunteers to work with adolescents and adults who are
hospitalized for short-term treatment. Preferably males .. ButlerHospital Medical Records Office needs persons with backgrounds
in Statistics, records, analysis, medical secretarial skills and--0r
coding. Volunteers are also needed to help with a variety of
projeets dealing with e':'aluation, research, and psychological
testing. Opportunities also exist to do honors projects or to fulfill
course commitments in Research. For additional information
contact Anna Da Silva in the Career Development Center.
Work-Study Interns. Needed: The Urban Educational Center
needs a receptionist from 9-12 in the mornings. Contact Anna Da
Silva for further information.
The Task Force on the Handicapped will be meeting on
Wednesday, February 28, 1979at 2 p.m. in CL 051. The committee
will continue to review reports submitted by various offices or
organizations. All interested members of the college community
are welcome.
•
David A. McCool
Adviser to Handicappe!-1Students
Faculty of and students majoring in Mathematics, Statistics,
Economjcs and Social Sciences: During the summer of 1979,
Federal departments and agencies'will employ a limited number of
students under the Federal Intern Program. Selected students will
receive practical experience in some phase of Federal activity
related to their individual career field. The program is designed for
students who will be returning to school in the fall and who can
share their experience with other students. Rhl)de Island College
has. been invited to send two nominations for consideration as
interns with the United States Department of Labor - Employment
and Training Administration in Washington, D.C. Salaries rauge
from $180.40to $370.40per week. (Grades GS-4to GS-11),depending
on the qualifications of the'mtern. All interns must have completed
at least 60 semester hom;s or be a graduate student.
Undergraduates must 'be in the upper third of. their class and
graduate students must be in the upper half of their class. Students
must also have demonstrated leadership ability, e.g., class officer
or positions of leadership in their organizations. Anyone interested
in being considered, or in nominating someone for the program
should submit in writing t!)e student's name, address, and phone
number to Bill Hurry in the C;ireer Development Center, no later
fhan noon on March 5.

Better Grades
Throu~h Levitation?
The Students' International
Meditation Society <SIMS) would
like to invite all faculty, students
and staff of RIC to an informal
,discussion on the Transcendental
Meditation program on Tuesday,
Feb, 27 at 1:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
in the Student Union Cfiambers.
The talk will be .presented by two
RIC students, Deborah Dilorio and

Peter Lemoureux, who will discuss
the benefits of the techn.ique in
light of their personal experience
and the experiences of the two
miflion practitioners of the TM
program around the world. The
discussion
will include
an
examination of the .J'McSidhai
program which includes- the
Continued on Page
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Adrienne
.
•

Rich to

~peak at RIC
Dolbier, critic for the Providence
Journal on Wednesday, February
21; a poetry reading by _Laurence
J. Sasso, Jr., poet and direct.or for
the RIC New Bureau on Tuesday,
March 6; Career Opportunities
Day on Wednesday, March 28; a
• lecture by Elizabeth Gunning,
Assistant Professor of English at
RIC on "Margaret Fuller" on
Tuesday, April 10; Shakespeare
Festival on Wednesday, April 18
with Dr. Glenn Litton speaking on
"Shakespearean FIim."

Persona in the Sixteenth Century
Lyric" on Tuesday, May 1.
Tuesday lectures will be held at 1
p.m. and Wednesday lectures' will
be held at 2 p.m. in Craig Lee,
Room 255. The series is sponsored
by the Rhode Island .{:ollege
English Department. The Rhode
Is1and College President's Office,
the Offices of-Vice-President for
Academic Affairs and the Dean of
Arts and Sciences, the RIC
Sociology Department, Women
Studies Program, the Women's
Alliance, and the Brown University
Also, Perry Miller A"dato will Women's Center, ·are co-sponsors
Other events scheduled for the speak on "Film-making"
in of Ms. Rich's appearance. The RIC
English Department Colloquium Hoc._ace Mann, Room 193 on Communications-Theatre
'DeSeries include a lecture on Wednesday, April 25 and _John partment is co-s-ponsoring the
"Reviewing Books" by Maurice Salesses will s_peakon "Voice and appearance of Perry Mfller Adato.
Andrienne Rich, author of
several books of poetry and prose,
.including A Change or World, The
Diamond Cutters, and her most
recent book, The Dream or A
Common Language
will be
featured in the Rhode Island
College • EngHsh • Department
Colloquium Series on Wednesday,
March 14 on the Rhode Island'
college campus. She will read from
her poems and prose in Clarke
Science, Room 125 at 2 p.m. The
public is invited_to attend.
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Do you think the drinking age should be changed in R.I.?
Do y OU Think the Drinking Age

alcohol abuse could be better
handled with increased eduGreg Franchetti, age 21, '80:
cational programs directed at the
"For beer and wine it should be 18, , effects of alcohol and the
but for hard liquor the age should
responsibilities it entails on the
be 20."
drinker."
Kevin Trainor: "At 18 they
Edie Wheeler, age 18, '81: "I
should have only beer and wine,
think it should stay at 18."
the hard stuff tends to make them
James Scanlon, age 20, '80: "No,
wild."
if at the age of 18 they are
Janice Ailsworth, age 20, '80: "I
considered an adult then they
don't think it should be changed, I
should have all the rights of an
don't see what difference it would
adult."
make."
Leslie Rotella, age 19, '80: "If 18'
Susan Roque, age 22, '80: "I
year olds are old enough to vote
would be for raising it to 20, but
and get drafted they are old enou61'i
some people would still obtain
to drink!"
liquor through other means. I think
Pete Pallein, age 30, '79: "18
there would be fewer car
year olds today are more mature
accidents."
than 18year' olds of my _generation.
Phil
Walsh,
Operations
Let them drink if they want to."
Manager, S.U.: "No, I don't think
Beth Dwares, age 18, '82: "I
Should be Changed in RI?

the

Leslie Rotella

drinking

age

should

bo

think

the

drinking

age

should

stay

chang.ed. I feel the problem of • as it is, because if the age limit

goes up, I'll have to wait until
September."
Jody Rudnick, '81: "No, it should
not be changed because the
eighteen year olds of today have
more responsibilities imposed on
them, so why not the responsibility
to handle themselves
while
drinking.••
Lucie Minuto, age 33, Health
Education Coordinator: "If people
drink responsibly, I see no need to
limit the drinking age at all.
However, this is not the reality.
Actually since the lowering of the
drinking age there appears to be a
relaxation of enforcement of the
present age limit. 15-year olds can
easily get alcohol from friends,
I.D.s are not as diligently
checked ... R.I. has a serious
drinking problem, this could be a
srnalJ

step

towards

at least

keeping

juveniles away from easy access."

What Your Read Here Is Official
(and it might also be important)

Jewish Facutly-Student-Staff Association: The JewishFaculty-Student-Staff Association presents its second Sabbath
dinner. The event will be held on March 9, 1979in the Faculty
Center at 5:00 p:m. An after dinner discussion with Dr. Efraim
Torgovnick will be one of the highlights of the ~vening. Dr.·
Torgovnick is a visiting professor from Israel in our Political
Science Department. To assure a place at the dinner, contact either
David Rappaport at 456-8306or Lucille Sibulkin at ext. 305 or 202.
The dinner is $3.50without a Rhode Island College meal ticket and
free with the meal ticket. ·Our first dinner was a success and this
one should prove the same. Students-Faculty-Staff and their
families are welcome.

s;ecial sa,lo11.,
cie.sign.~d to creaf~.
your lol-al Z oo.t . ...
l'or me"Jt.
.HAIR

CUTTING

.MAKEUP

• PERMANENT WAVING

• WAXING

• HAIR

.FACIALS

STAINING

1257 Hartford

Johnston

~W"d·1,u-x.,

The Reference Librarians are again offering Term Paper
clinics this semester (Monday - Friday only). Students are asked to
sign tip for individual appointments with one of the Reference
Librarians for the purpose of finding resources on a specific topic
for a term paper. Each appointment will be handled on a one-to-one
basis so that students will have the maximum benefit to library
instruction. Don't miss this unique opportunity to learn your way
about the James P. Adams Library .

INSTRUCTION

r---;;A~t~1~DOM
___1
Avenue I
CUTTING
SALON I
I
Rt. 6
limited
TimeOnly s9 II

•d C 11 ••
bes1 es O eth S
861-3130

10min.fromRIC

1
1 Most contemporary
stylescuts
usually cost $14·18. Mon. thru
Thurs., with this ad only, we will
shampoo, cut, and blow dry your
hair for $9 complete.

II
I

I______
I

I
II

I
I

_____
_J

CALL EARL y
._
FoR AN AP PoI NTMENr.

.JAMES HOUSTONRETURNS. TO RIC: The noted author,
artist and expert on the Baffin Bay Eskimo will present the highlyacclaimed feature film "The White Dawn" on Thursday, March 8th
at noon in Gaige Auditorium. Dr. Houston acted as consultant on
the film based on his novel The White Dawn. The film concerns the
devastating effects on an Eskimo village of the intrusion of three.
shipwrecked whalers. In this tale of the clash of cultures, Eskimo
hospitality and the insensitivity of the whalers ·culminate in
• tragedy. Since residing in Rhode Island, James Houston has been.
closely connected with Rhode Island Coll~ge, having been the
keynote speaker at' the 1975 Commencement in which he was
honored with a Doctorate of Humane Letters. Dr; Houston will
introduce the film and at 2:00 p.m., there will be an informal
reception in his honor in Gaige 211.This will provide an opportunity
•Co~"ii~uedon Pate-~
;.; .......--.;;.. ___ ~
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Dreams
He sat alone in the hot November was time to go home. He would
sunlight, taking shallow breaths, leave in minutes in a nedevac jeep,
waiting for the afternoon, thinking board a plane, and be gone from
this God forsaken country.
of the dream.
It had recurred several times
He sat comfortably now. The sun
since he was wounded, and he often had gone behind the building and
woke in the night, his bed damp he was in the shadows. A jeep
and cold with sweat.
came around the cocr,er.
Now he avoided steeping if it was
The thought that it w:,s going too
possible, but every now and then. fast' so near the hosp;tal. There
It began in the hospital, the night were a lot of guys around who
he was wounded. He had stepped couldn't. move very q1,ickly.
on a bouncing betty and was
The jeep slid to ? stop and he
wounded in the chest. When the doc stared in horror at the two
got to him he was sure that he was occupants. They wore World War
going to die. It was so easy. All he One helmets. He stood, intending to
had to do was lie back and close his run, but they wer•; on him in a
eyes, but then he woke up in the second. They hit him on the head
hospital. His chest was bandaged with sticks and dragged him into
and he hurt. That night the dream the aid station, into a back room.
began. It was always the same.
One of them held him· down while
It was hot, unbearably hot, and the other took a strait jacket from
he was on the patrol, doing the a locker. He ·struggled; they hit
same things, walking through the him again.
same fields, stepping on the same
They got him into the jacket and
mine. This time it was different. In he wondered where everyone else
the dream, instead of the doc, his was. They tightened the arms. He
father appeared and began kic){ing could not breathe, he no longer.
him. He was kicked until he screamed. There was a hollow in
crawled back t<fthe base c·amp, t<>"°
his•chest which threatened to burst
the battalion aid station, and then through the jacket. It grew larger.
these two guys in first world war His hands and feet got cold, but
helmets dragged him inside and then the !earing faces beneath the
put him in a_strait jacket. They ·helmets greyed out, slowly ...
tightened the winches and forced
The surgeon
dropped
the
the air from--his lungs. He tried to - instrument on the metal tray and
cry out but he could not. His hands peeled off his gloves. He untied the
got cold, like blocks of ice, and then top string from his mask and it fell
he would wake up, always gasping below his chin.
for•oreath.
"He's done. - Cause of aeafh,
He looked out across the projectile
wound, left chest,
compo_!ln<!,.into__the_jungle

which

lacerated

descending

aorta.

Killed

had tried to take his life. But now it in action." •

I

So when you venture out this
In the light i am conservative,
But under moonlit orchid skies,
evening
may be
i dream of sinking my wolfish teeth Remember i "Looks
deceiving."
Into your legs, and breasts, and
The appetite you may be relieving
thighs.
Might very well be mine.
For i am lurking in the darkness
i'll grant you one final question:
'Stalking fleshy prey,
Wrapped in the shadows of the Dearest; is that all that you seek?
Ha! i'm the better ha_lf of every
night,
man you know,
Hidden by the light of day.
·And every one - you will ever
meet. HOWL!
i've devoured many a young lady
David J. Alo
Satiating my hunger for blood and
lust. •
Deflowering pretty things is an
easy night's work
When in me they put "their'' trust.
Lately, the hunt does sicken me,
But every wolf must keep himself
fit.
,
For when the game be caught with
too much ease,
i care not for the taste of it.
When the sun begins to die,
The pain grows inside
this
stranger.
A strangeness
enters my nerve
endings,

That only warm flesh can satisfy.
Well i really have to go now,
Oh, how my pen does shake and
quiver,
.
Dreaming
of how our bodies will
mingle
.
Sends shivers through my spine.

Now i am lurking in the darkness,
It's for you, my pretty, i prey.
Around the. very next corner _ •
. BEWARE
A trap for you is laid.

Departure

The girl's face tightened. "It's
In the bus terminal at the far end
of the lunch counter, a soldier sat so far."
with his arms around a girl with
.. Not really, only three hours.
long brown hair and an open face.
The girl was crying and the soldier. Twelve bucks round trip." ..
appeared to be drinking the tears
"No. I mean Christmas ...
with rapid and scattered kisses. In
between it all, one could hear them
There was· a silence, and
tall:ing.
They were making
although in embrace, they avoided
promises.
looking at one another, The .girl
Outside the terminal a bus stared at a boiling pot of coffee on
honked its horn and a door hissed the hot plate in front of her. The
open. The public address system soldier looked into the counter
announced an arrival. The soldier mirror and followed a woman's
opened and closed hi.s pocketwatch backside to the door. He saw the
girl's reflection and her frown.
without checking the time.
When the frown was gone he faced
"I guess this is it," said the her again.
soldier.
"You could always come up,"
said the soldier.
"I don't get: it," said the girl
drying her eyes with a ball of used
"I guess. Yeah, sure."
tissue from her pocketbook.

change on the counter. Getting up,
he looked back at the old woman. A
waitress had spotted the spill, and
with heavy sighs and whispered
remarks, was taking her time in
cleaning it up. The old woman, wet
in the lap, had fallen asleep. Hands
in his pockets, dufflebag on his
shoulder. the soldier turned from
the counter and wal~ed the girl out
the door.
Al the loading platform, the
s~ldier gave his bag to the reporter
and went back to the girl. standing
just outside the termfnal. They
made one last promise about
dedication and sincerity, held
hands, and kissed goodbye. As the
so)dier turned to get on the bus, the
girl squeezed his hand. The soldier
rubbed the pain as he climbed
aboard.

The bus honked its horn again,
hissed the door shut, and pulled
away from the terminal. • The
. "Write, will you," asked the girl soldier sat down as the bus turned
"You leaving. I don't get it."
a corner and the terminal was out
still eying the hot plate:
of sight. He flipped through the
"I told you the night we met I
pages of a pictureless magazine,
"Sure." The soldier loosened his closed his eyes fejgning sleep, and
was getting transferred."
hold on the girL
finally leaned over ..the. back of his.
The bus honked its horn again. seat to talk to a head of blonde hair.
"But that was two weeks ago."
Halfway down· the counter the
It was wir:idy on . r~ loading
The soldier released an arm . noise disturbed an old woman and
from.the girl and.drank his second she spilled a glass of water on the platform and many leaves were
cup of coffee. He drank at le!1gth. counter. Both the soldier and the knocking about the pavement. But
..
•
•
•
?"
girl watched it drip on her lap. The no one got cold; they were all
_ When are ):OU commg bac_k·--····old woman was weak in the hands -inside.-H~ lowered the cup and with and could do nothing about it.
The public address system
warm
lips
kis:,ed
hel'
on
lh<0
"I bellel"
gel. going,"
said
the
announced a departure.
forehead. "Christmas, I hope."
soldier and he put a dollar in
Kurt J. Sorensen

I amLurking
inTheDarkness
·
i AM WR.KING IN 1RE DARKNESS
(declicated to every unsuspecting sheep)

f11ltaral
\Joner

They pursued it no further.

ROCK"
REVIEW:
-

BillyJoel
Billy Joel is fast becoming one of
America's· top pop-rock vocalists.
His success was slow coming, but
began to rapidly flourish with his
first big hit "Just The Way You•
Are" from his album "The
Stranger."
This album alone
contained four hits for ·Joel.
Perhaps the biggest hit on this
album was "Only The Good Die
Young."
This song ·caused
disturbance~
among listeners
because of the line "You Catholic
girls start much too late." This
line was even "edited out" on some
AM radio stations.
Billy Joel recently cut another
album entitled "52nd Street." This
aibum branches out into more of a
jazz-rock style rather than poprock. His' biggest hit so far on this

album is "My Life" but, currently
two other singles, "Big Shot" and
"Half A Mile Away," from this
album were introduced .to the
public and are sure to be just as big
of hit.s.
Joel has show the public he is
not only a master of the piano with
his ·rapid keyboard movements
but, also has the ability of
"moving" his audience with his
singing that is· full of expression.
His talent lies much deeper than
that though, for not only does he
compose all his own music but,
also writes the lyrics to his songs.
This year Joel walked away from
the Grammys for the firs1 time in
his career a winner and is likely to
continue doing so in future years.
By Joan McGill

•I
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the
nergetics
i

From the electrifying Intro until the closing bars of
the final enco(e, the word that describes the ENERGETICSreview is professional Tony Kelzer, Herbert
Jackson, Roscoe Mills, Melvin Franklin and Joseph
Jackson hove been working together for seven
years, so they really know the meaning of the word
together.
Perfect five-port hormony, dazzli~g choreography
and o carefully selected up-to-the-minute re·pertoir-e ore o few of the reasonswhy the ENERGETICS
ore so well received. again and again, wherever
·
they perform.

RIC PROGRAMM.ING and HARAMBEE
a

present

SUPER,nixer
8:00 p.m.

Friday, Ma.rch 2
In Donovan
featuring

ore completing on .
At this time, the ENERGETICS
album with production by Holland-Dozier, famous
for thelr earlier. work with all the Motown greats. rf
the album is anything like their live performance
(and we'(e sure it will be) .... look out! The ENER-GETICSore on their woy!

East Coos.f's No. ·1 Showband &
Records Recording Artist's

Atlontk
Drinks

Mixed

and Beer Served

2.00w/RICid
3.00gen.adm.

ELV-IS--COSTELLO

Cominl{ in

THIS MOVIE
IS TOTALLY OUT
OF CONTROL

and The A ttractlons

2 weeks!
RIC
Spring
Film
Series

proudly
by
-presented
RICProgramming
&
Bros.
Banzini

Records
C.B.S.
HotNewAct
the
No.1
Nations
Draw
College
.WALSH GYM
8:00 p.m.

5.50w/RICid
Tickets
in advance
6.50gen.adm.
7.50dayof theshow
Don'tw,ait
WARNING:
thisshowwill sellout!

Gaige Aud.

Jf

1'

. ;:·~·:>.-....:.&:.-iii'

,

•

7:30 & 9:30

):. •'••...

····:,,

.75w/RICid

%~,✓,, ~~.!•o~~.~~;:~~~~;:;~~~•~~~;~,'.

tv programs and commerc1al.s, and
other aspects of contemporary society.
Creators of the motion· picture are
Jim Abrahams, David and Jerry Zuc::: ker, originators of the Kentucky Fried
.....,.._.,.o::;;i··,,.,· .: Theater in Los Angeles where the
trio mounted such successful revues
as "My Nose," "Vegetables" and
"Beating a Dead Horse." The comedy
troupe played to some 150,000 people during its four year run, ending
last December ( 1976) so its creators
could concentrate on production of
"The Kentucky Fried Movie."
Director John Landis guided the large
cast through vignettes spoofing headache remedy and air freshener commercials, public service announcements, movie trailers, tv courtroom
drama, educational films and martial
RELEASED
arts movies.
BY UNITEDFILM
Cameo appearances are provided by
DISTRIBUTIONCOMPANY !NC
Bill Bixby, Rick "King Kong" Baker
INC
FILMS.
KFM
~ ~ © 1977
and several surprise celebrity guest
stars.
•
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Sports- Calendar ,•

RIC Wrestlers Whip Brown
By Pete Bottella
Anchor Sports Writer

concerned it failed. An added few
points were picked up by Don
McArthur who lost a victory to
penalty points. He did, however,
gain a tie making the final score

'On Monday, February 19, the
RIC wrestlers
battled their
Division I rival Brown. The
outcome was very one-sided as
RIC destroyed a good Brown team

~4-9,

•

Jim Scanlon had another
outstanding victory to add to his
point total. Jim is now the third
leading scorer on the wrestling
team and has had a great season at
177. Mickey Scheiderhanv drew at
190 in one of the most exciting
matches of the night if only for its
street fighting characteristics.

34-9,

To start the match, Pete
Bottella, the 118 pound wrestler for
RIC drew with his opponent 2-2. In
his last match as a member of the
RIC wrestling team, Captain and
outstanding senior Chris Tribelli
pi_nnedhis opponent. His pin, along
with those of Chris Chaddock and
Dennis Maroney, put the RIC team
well on their way to victory.
. J!m Soares, the outstanding
Junior on the team, won a major
decision at 134.Jitn leads the team
1
With points and is tied 'with Chris
Chaddock, Pete Bottella, and Chris
Tribelli for most falls.

The following are the athletic
events
scheduled
for
the
remainder of the season in all
events.
Gymnastics-

March 1 - U of Conn. - 7:00
March 3 - Westfield State 1 :00 p.m.
March 6 - Brown and Salem
State - 7:00
March 8 at Mt. Holyoke - 7: 00
March 15-17- EAIAW Regionais
- 6:30 p.m.
Fencing-

March 2 - WPI (adv. & beg.) -

•s

C 0 RN-C
0 HE RE ■
C H A M 0 I s ■ 0 p U L EN T
R A p I D L Y ■ B E R MU D A
A D I T ■ E R R A N T• T-0 T
M 0 TI A L S • s· E R T
s w AT' ■ B A T T• H 0 •RS E
■ s L 0 G A N S •B
ES S E R
•R E E s ■ G 0 A T
C A s p E R-G A L L 0 p s ■
A S TI R•M AM A• N 0 M E
SH E D ■ G A R BS EA
T A R ■ T 0 N S I L•S T A R
0 M I C R O N.O
R T U, R E
RE L E AS E S COURE D
■ DEEPER
OWNED•

--

In the unlimited bout, Jim
Rooney usually a 190 pound
wrestler, wrestled and almost
pulled off the victory. He tried a
five point move but to all

--

OPEN BASKETBALL
VOLLEYBALL
RACKETBALL

M&W
TUES
THUR

BASKETBALL
SOCCER
WOMEN'S SOCCER

FRI
T & TH
SUN

12:00-1:00 p.m.
12:00-1:00 p.m.
League established on player
availability
3:00-5:00 p.m.
4:00-5:30 p.m. .
3:00-5:00 p.m.

Successful

Men's Basketball

---

Recreational News
Intramurals and-

Wrestling Season

6:30

March 17-8 - New England
_Championship (MIT) - 8:00
a.m.

i

March 1 - NCAA Regionals at
Clark University
·2 -' NCAA Regionals
March
,
i

(

-.

~

'

.., A,."

~

~
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A True Li.fe
Continued from page 1

Programming, suggested that he
would use the Programming Staff
t(I publicize the Fair extensively,
therefore t'.le Fair could be held
any day with a chance of success.
Through this compromise, the Fair
was approved for May 9. All the
parties were not overjoyed, but
were at least amenable to the
decision.
Sources close to the Committee
reported that Singleton then
walked off, got into his late model
•Toyota, and rode off into the
sunset.
It was not immediately known
how unified the Committee now
was, but there were indications
that it IT).ightpossibly live happily
after.
Greg Markley

Anchorme)l l,)attlep.a tough loss to
Seton Hall, Ta Division One school.
On January 20, the grapplers
came back strongly to win a
triangular meet over Wesleyan
and Trinity College at Trinity.
They were once again challenged
on January 24by Boston State. RIC
won the match, 26-20. Three days
later, they faced Worcester
Polytech, probably one of the
strongest teams in the division,
and RIC fought to a draw. On Feb.
3, still on the road, the Anchormen
stormed over Boston College, 27-15.
Western New England then beat
RIC, 34-11, in Western New
England's last home match.
The Anchormen regained their
winning ways on Feb. 14,
destroying the ·University of
Hartford, a division two team, 41-9.
The matmen had an impressive
last match on home on Feb. 19,
overpowering Brown, 37-9.

by,Pete Rotella
AlrchorSports Writer

~

The 1978-79Wrestling season is
rapidly coming to a close. This
season the RIC grapplers won their
way to a 10-2-1 record. Under
senior captain, the Anchormen
were spirited and alive.
The season began with a home
victory on Dec. 13 over Plymouth
State, 23-21. This, according to
coach Rusty Carlsten,
was
probably the most significant
victory of the season.
The next match
was a
pentagonal tournament, with RIC
hosting. A pentagonal match
includes five teams, all competing
against each other; each wrestler
fights his way through four
matches. The Anchormen beat
three of the four teams.
Exciting victories were over
Pi;,esque Isle, Amherst, and
Hunter. In the final match, the

Special Thanks
to the RIC Prol(rammtn!( Sta:ff
and-Rathsk~efiar Personnel

nobody
asked!

for their ,ienerositJ, ,and hospitati(y.

He was in his twenties.
So was she.
Both were Catholic, unmarried,
prayerful, creative.
Both carea about people
and cared for them.

The Eller,y Street Band.
1

How come he never thought
of the priesthood?
1
How come she never thought
of being a nun?

Men& Women
Become
a Professional
Oatstandin~
SalesOpport11ity
With

ThePrudential
,

"No one ever asked me:'
they said.

BOWLING
Neiotiahle
Starti•tSalary
FollTrainini
Proiram
GREENContactJohnVolpe AaronOrlect 831-684·2
TAVERN
E!1
MCAT·DAT·LSAT·GMAT

Is this your story?
No one ever asked you?
Well, we're asking.
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New MCAT Classes
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Anchormen Defeat NeW B'flven, Then
occasional boost from Eric Fuller.
The halftime score read 14-8.
New Haven slowly began to
catch up during the second nalf,
but RIC broke the game wide open
with six minutes left thanks to Ed
Kassar who was starting in his first
game of the year. Kassar put in a
hook shot off the boarcl on a pass
from Fuller to make the score 3122.
New Haven finally scored
themselves four straight points,
but fouled and Kassar went to
the line shooting one-and-one. He
hit on both and went on to help his
team win by 13 points.
Eddy Kassar was superb in his
first starting role as he grabbed
seven rebounds and scored 11
points. The high scorer was Fuller

By Anchor Sports Contributors
Jim O'Donnell and
Barbara Slonina
The crowd of 250 that gathered
into Walsh Center Thursday night
was treated to quite a basketball
game. The run and gun New Haven
Chargers came into town complete
with their long-limbed lineup and a
reputation of being one of the best
Division II teams in New England.
They had averaged over 100points
per game in their last three games.
But the RIC Anchormen stopped
them cold, by a score of 52-39.
RIC controlled the opening tap
and then went into a 3½ minute
game of catch between. guards
Chris Ward and John Lima with an

••

SPO

with 17. Lima had a total of 13
points.
Coach Dave Possinger was
ecstatic over the win. "This is
certainly one of the major college
basketball upsets in New England
this year," he said, beaming. "This
team <New Haven) is one of the
best Division II."
"Eddie played absolutely superb
basketball tonight," the coach
commented after the game. "Eric,
Chris, Skip and John were also a
part of this great program this
year_."

RIC Does Have A .Hockey Team
The team started the season full
of great expectations, as this is
their first year of play free of
Contrary to popular belief, Parliament control and now as a
a
have
does
Rhode Island College
part of the athletic budget. Some of
h<rckeyteam. They may not be a the great hopes of the year were
varsity team or an awesome team, shot down to earth when center
but: they are a team.
Scott Grzych was injured and not
The Anchormen on ice support a expected to return this season.
not so impressive record of 2-7.
RIC exhibits a very good first
Club President John Suchwalko line spearheaded by Captain Joe
believes that this is not a true Cicerchia at center. Wingers Bill
reflection of the team. "We always Sweet and Joe Lewis round out the
do better the second time we meet offensive line with· defensive
a team than the first. RIJC specialists Mike Rotundo and Ed
destroyed us 12'-1the first time, but Inman.
they only beat us 4-2 the second • Suchwalko believes that the
time." This vast improvement is team will be good for the next few
largely due to the team playing years as the majority of players
better together, "more ,cohesion." are young and constantly
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ACROSS
1
6
12
14
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
37
40
41
42

Ho1d in contempt
Stick together
Goatlike antelope
Ri-ch
Swiftly
shorts
Mine passage
Wandering
Kindergartner
Witticism
Ending for cord
Mr. Lance
Babe Ruth homer
(abbr.)
Car starter
Steve Cauthen' s
vehicle
phrases
Advertising
Film comedian
Joe Western redskins
Opposite of hero
Famous ghost
Emulates 28-Across
Up and about
Irene Dunne role
Alaskan town

44
45
46
47
48
50
51
53
55
56
57
58

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1978

CW78-31

10 News service
Storage structure
11 Support
Attire
12 Studies hard
legs
13 Natives of Aleppo
Feather's partner
15 Torn piece
Throat tissue
Bette Davis movie,
20 "Darn it!"
"The-"
24 American 1eague
Pi' s neighbor
team
Very severe pain
26 Lacking vigor
Middle portion of a 27 Boxing great
song
28 Cure
Used Bri,l 10·
30 Actor Will More profound
31 Gaucho weapon
vJas the proprietor
33 Chess maneuvers
oil
34 35 Mortified
DOWN
36 Unproductive
Former TV serial,
37 Elongate fishes
"Dark-"
38 Mode1 's concern
39 Defeated soundly
Ba1ance sheet
- •
41 Way
section
Leave out
43 Auriculate
Actor Taylor
45 Mother riv.er
Historic
48 Golf course hazard
E1ement #27
49 Crazy
Go1f tournaments
50 Stupefy
Injure
52 Curved 1etter
Commonstreet name 54 Coxswain's word

Answers on pg. 8

•·

improving. When asked if there
was any player on the team who
stood out, he couldn't give a name,
but mentioned many, further
supporting the "well-balanced"
attack the team presents.
Other members of the team who
see a lot of action and help in any
way they can are reserve goalies
Joe Webster and Dave Plummer;
forwards Dan Smith, Cbuck
Fagen, Paul Hanson, Tony
Commendetore and Tirfi Highes.
The two reserve defensemen are
Brian Choinioie and Ron Money.
The team is , coachee by Ray
Lamourieux.
So fans, keep your eyes open for
hockey notices on future games.
The team would Jove your support.

collegiate crossword
2

•

!t

Tip Ce~tral

Connecticut
by Anchor Sports Contributor
Jim O'Donnell

Central Connecticut College's
basketball team is held high in
regard in Division II basketball
The Anchormen have worked circlesJ.as is the University of New
hard and have done every thing Haven Chargers. But, of course,
asked of them this year. "And this this circle does not include New
(the win)," smiled Possinger, "is England's "numero uno" Division
another example of the results." III
the
squad,
basketball
Anchormen of Rhode· Island
College. The Anchormen, after
defeating the Blue Devils in
Connecticut by a score of 73-64,
sorely need a lesson on how to treat
opponents in "superior" di-visions.

TS

By Jim O'Donnell
Anchor Sports Contributor

•

• • • • • •

Women's
Softball

Despite these lofty ratings, a
talented and intelligent quintet
from our very own campus thr~w
cogs into the1r plans and turned in
in
another fine performance
achieving their 20th victory of the
season in 24 starts.
A tough Blue Devil defense
contained Eric Fuller and his
repertoire of jump shots but
opened up scoring avenues for
Chris Ward, "Quick" Vic Urbanski, and Skip Lasane as they
combined for 30 first half points .
Sophomore point guard Chris Ward
entered the game needing only four
assists to tie his record of 161 sets
in his first yl!ar. Chris shoveled,
lofted a·nd drilled passes to
teammates on his way to seven
assists and a new record. Chris
now has 164assists this season, and
with one game left, is a sure bet to
pass 170.

There will be an organizational
women's
for the
meeting
Four Anchormen finished in
Intercollegiate Softball team on double figures paced by Eric
Wednesday, February 28, 1979 at Fuller with 16 followed by Lasane,
3:00 p.m. The meeting will be held , Ward and Urbanski with 14, 13 and
in the classroom on the second 12 points respectively. Ed Kassar
11oorof Walsh Gymnasium. Bring once ' again turned in a fine
a pencil or pen. For further performance as he pitched in nine
information, contact Head Coach points and led all rebounders with
Cindy Neal.
nine.

Chess Team
Competes

RIC Rec News
INTRAMURAL & RECREATION

is
A volleyball jamboree
scheduled for Wednesday, March
14 at Whipple Gymnasium from 2The annual National Team chess 4. The intramural office is seeking
championship for amateurs was teams to play in this round robin
Campus groups,
held in Cherry Hill, N.J. on-- tournament.
depts., or students-faculty are
February 17, 18 and 19.
Three teams, composed of 13 invited to register teams. A team
members of RIC's chess club, consists of three men and three
will be
women. Substitutes
attended this tournament. The competition was strong, with suggested.
On Thursday night, February 15,
100 teams posting over 400 chessthe f109rhockey league had its first
players.
The first team, comprised of set of the season. In the first game,
James Thibault, Dave Ouellette, the Sleezers beat the wasteland, 2Henry Carlowe and Don Tirrell, 1. The second game between the
scored 31h out of a possible six Rangers and High Noon also had a
close score with the Rangers
points~
The second team, consisting of pulling out the victory, 3-2. In the
Duncan O'Brien, Eddy Roberts, third game the Balls shutout the
Bob Reinhart and Paul "Killer" Chiefs 5-0. The score of the fourth
game was the closer of all four.
Villa scored three points.
The t}!ird team, Allan Miller, Until the last thirty seconds the
Carl Jackson, Bob Auxier.,_Paul game was tied 1-1 until One Way
Miller and Robert Jackson scored Street pulled out the victory 3-1.
The fifth game saw the Rats
two points.
Also entered in the tournament squeak out a 2-1 victory over the
was a team composed of RI high TTT.
The standings for the Sunday
school students who scored . 31h
night basketball league are:
points.
_ Although none of these teams Celtics 2-0, Quazer 2-0, Angles 2-0,
won prizes, Rhode Island made an Artists 1-1, Plaque 1-1, Outlaws 1-1,
impressive show of strength at this T's -& Bones 1-1, Freshman 1-1,
Monotones 0-2, Raths 0-2.
national event.
By Robert Jackson
Anchor Staff Writer

Anchor Athlete o_fthe Week
This week's Anchor Athlete of
the Week is Helen Cordell,
currently the highest scoring
gymnast of the RIC team.
DightonCordell attended
Rehoboth Regional High in
Massachusetts, where she was the
number one gymnast on her team.
She also qualified for the Mass.
State tournament while in high
school.
Last year as a RIC freshman,
Cordell qualified for the regional
meet in the floor exercises though
her best event is the uneven
parallel bars.
This year, Cordell is once again
number one in a very goo\i team,
and is expected to make the
regionals again.
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Solar Eel· se:
February·

OnFebruary~6,Y?~'ll
toy~u
experience,.-probably for the first time,.
b
. .
•
a Solar Eclipse. 1
Unless you live in the· Great
B
the eclipse you see will
eer.Northwest,
USC
be partial, obscuring all but a thin crescent of the sun.
As the m9on slips ·silently between earth and sun,
·
everything darkens, and the sky turns a deep, rich
shade of, blue. /
Sound interesting? It will be. A
, solar blackout; even partial, is one of
nature's most spectacular events.
So pick up a skywatching companion and celebrate the .day with ·the
mountains of refreshing Busch Beer, a
~ ••
natural wonder all its own.

Brought
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H
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Head for the mountains.Bllscli.
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fP~8

l118ssiri~o
lost & found
for sole D

D

Astrological Consultation by Psychology
major. Natal charts, $25. Call Jane
LeBlanc, 831-7763.

wonted
personal □

I

~~

--~
(...__f_o_r_s_a_l_•
__ )
Diamond:
½
carat
marquise
engagement
ring. Certified
appraised
$1150. Must sell, $500 cash. Call 822-1339
after 5 p.m.
1968 VW Fastback, good interior, pans,
excellent snow tires (several with rims).
Single parts available. Call Steve Murphy
at 737-3812 or Anchor office, ext. 8257.
Pioneer receiver, 75 watts, $325; Sanyo
turntable with built in strobe light, $125;
Laffette 8-track, $75; large 4-way realistic
speakers, $225. Only two months old. Call
Roy at Weber
Hall, 456-8318. Still
guaranteed.
1965 Plymouth Fury Ill, power steering,
power brakes, heat, air, V-8. One owner.
Best offer. Call Valerie, 456-8315.

)

notices

FORD MAVERICK. Blue, 2 door, new
exhaust system, AM/FM stereo. excellent
gas mileage, 6 cyl., very dependable! $525.
Call 353-5599 after 3:00.

( lost & found)
FOUND: A Timex watch in back of
Weber dorm. Contact Gail at 456-8321.

H,t and Run: My correctly parked car
was hit in the Walsh Gym lot (JI on
Thursday, February 8, 1979 between 11:30
and 2:30 p.m. A note was left with no
name or number to call. Damage to my
light blue Plymouth is estimated at $85. I
can understand if snow caused a skid, and
am willing to split the cost for repair.
Please, anyone who saw the accident, or if
you
will,
contact,
Cindy
in the
Sociology/Social Welfare Department on
the 4th floor in Craig Lee and restore my
faith in mankind.
WANTED: Female roommate to share
nicely furnished comfortable 2 bedroom
apartment, walking distance from RIC. A
perfect place for the spring! Includes rent
and utilities. Call 212-5447 today.

(

help wanted
For the ANCHOR

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CENTER,
Student Employment Office Craig-Lee 050,
Part-time Job Listings.

LOST: Brown suede wallet lost the night
of the 50's dance. Return to suite R.
Cheron.

LOST: Small gold ring set with two
pearls. In or around Gaige or between
Gaige and Student Union. Contact Rina at
the Curriculum Resources Center in Mann.

)

On-Campus
GENERAL MAINTENANCE
HELPER,
Physical plant, $3.10/hr., Job # 382.
INPUT/OUTPUT
CLERK, Computer
Services Center, $2.90/hr., Job # 381.

Off-Campus

In Providence, Job

TUTOR, in American
Providence, Job II 371.

Civilization,

Dear Elly and Nee-Nee: Thank you very
much for the birthday cake and the 52nd
Street. You guys are the sweetest. Love,
Me!

CRAFTS INSTRUCTOR, in Providence,
$3.50 or $4.00/hr., Job II 373.

To Suite N Webber: Thank you for the
birthday cake. I'm so glad I could make itl
Love, "21".

DISC JOCKEY, in Cranston, Job 11379.
COORDINATOR,
in
$3.66/hr., Job. II378.

Providence,

ACTIVITY
LEADER,
$3.25/hr., Job # 374,

in

For more information,
8032.

drop in or call

To "K" and "D" in Suite P: Thank You
for the candle, it was really nice of you.
Love, "21" in N.

Providence,

Hey "sis": How's your amnesia or a,.
you still claiming low t.Q. at birth? Love,
your "sister."
Dear Da-Da: Did you get mv letter?
Loads of love, Mrs., Miss or Ms. X7

(

. personals

)

To J.D. Sr.: You've tried your luck at
immigration,
cha-chungl
"I
Love
America!" Don't you? Love, your sorority
sister in crime. Signed, L.L. (Alias D.Q.)

Mary Ann: You're iky-oddl If vou ~n•t
stand the heat, get out of the kitchen.
Anon.
Miss Lu: Just to tell you and "roomle"
that I deserve more respect. Mr. BIii and
Land Shark say so, too. Also, "the man"
has great buns. I still love you anyway.
Bubbles.
Hey Beast: I've got the answer to
number nine. You were wrong! Swinging
Gate.

To the guy in the library: Hi - Do I know
you? Do you know me? Don't be stuck-up
or shy. Smile, say "hi" - anything! Don't
just stare. You're driving me crazy! Signed,
the girl near the windows.

To my favorite Pousty: What do we
smuggle in this week? Hope it's good! And
don't take two parking spaces! Your
Poustina.

Hi Chuckles: Thank you for the mug.
Have you h~d the flu lately? Kat.

To Baldy: So what's the problem in the
lab? From Poustina and Swingln'.

Stella Artois (Ar-twa') is part of a brewing tradition that began more th~n
600 years ago in the year 1366. The robust. hearty light·lager taste comes from
old world brewing that patiently insists that every drop is matured
a full 63 days. Today in more than 50.000 bars and restaurants all across the
Continent. [urope·s discriminating beer drinkers ask for the great
taste of Stella Artois. Now you can. too.

,;,·,.

in

TEACHERS AIDE, in Cumberland, Job
# 366.

STELLA
ARTOIS
THANANYOFTHESEGREATBEERS.
!~~~-:;;.,

Hello Nee-Nee Nurse: Glad to know the
bet's still on. I guess that means the red
tape is still there. Heard you can't Frizz
anymorel How's Brig? Love, Boo-Boo.

# 361.

IN EUROPE,MOREPEOPLEDRINK

~t/:~f~:'::-

Dear Elly (R.A.): What's up Doc? Have
you gotten anymore posters lately? Love,
Fruzz and Fro.

OFFICE WORK, in Cranston, $2.90/hr.,
Job II 380.

To All Genetics Studenta: Dividel The
Mightly Mitogen.
Nee Nee: Roses aren't brown, but
violets are wilted, if you think I'll set down,
your head must be tilted. Brig.
To the Sisters of Sigma and Frank: sure
has been lonely in Heinekan land without
you. See you in Bermuda. Love, Emily.
Matt: You're ahead by one, but not for
long. After all, you're not on a winning
atreakl Nance.
To MFHP: Thanx for all the help, you're
a true friend. Me.
To Mom's Son: My idea of fun is going
the wrong way on a one-way street and
getting stopped for having no tail-lights!
What's
yours?
(hee
hee)
Love,
Volkswagen

Victim.

To Jack: Crash, Crunch, Squashl That's
the sound that a red Volkswagen makes
when it falls apart! After it charges into
you and me. Love, the Innocent Driver.
To Jack: Eat your veggies, be nice to
nuns and girls with the initials D.Z. Love,
Mom. P.S. you can have the house this
weekend.
To "This stranger": But I never doubted
your love. Come by and type a term paper
again. Love, the Strangerette.
To my daughter-in-law: Look both ways
when you cross the street, don't stay out
late at night, and beware of men with blue
eyes. Love, your mother-in-law. P.S. Take
good care of my son and don't wreck the
house this weekend.
To my mom-in-law: Jack tripped a nurr,
threw away his vegetables and said he
wants to be a momma's boy when he
grows up. What should I do? Love, your
daughter-in-law.
To Squaw people: Stay away from the
Village people. Sincerely, Mr. Ed.
M: Love you more than ever. The Queen
of Babes.
, To Watches: Pounce, Pounce, Pouncel
-. ,From l Bart-. ., •·•

Noreen: Has business gotten so bad that
you

have

to advertise

on

a poster

in

Donovan?

Better. Grades
<Cont. from Page 4)

development
of
specific
supernormal abilities such as
supernormal physical strength,
clear intuition and the ability to
levitate and fly through the air.
Scientific research, which has been
conducted internationally
by
major universities and institutions,
verifies the effectiveness of the TM
and TM-Sidhai program as having
an enormous range, from the full
development of mind and body of
the individual to its application for
world peace.
Tuesday's afternoon and evening
discussions will include questions
and answers.
Anyone who is interested in more
information on the SIMS Club at
RIC may call Debi or Peter at 7511518_

RIC
.
PROGRAMMING
ThisWeekis VideoAwareness
Week
presents

at

T.G.I.F.

THE,
VIDEO
DEN

in Rathskellar
Mar.2 2 - 5 p.m.

Tues.
27- Fri.,Mar.2

Wed.Feh.28in Rath

1 - 2 p.m.

in RATH

JOHN
BELUSHI
&
CHEVY
CHASE
starringin

8 - 1 a.m.

$ii~

NationalLampoon
Show
also

Tues
27- Mar.2

disco
band

2-3p.m.
comedy
skitsof

and

DaflyT.V.is posted
outside
TheVideoDenin theStudent
Union.

featuring

Dixieland
Band

7:30& 9:30shows

Gaige
Auditorium
presented
by
RICSPRING
FILMSERIES

jelly
1011HAPPv
HOUR
PRICES
andComplimentary
Munchies

DON'T
MISSIT!
Tickets
halfsoldout! Buyyour
ticketsnowat S.U.infodesk.

the
nergetics

Mothers
LittleNetwork
COMING SOON!
Historyof the BEATLES
Muhammed
Ali:
Brain,Skill and Guts

10thCENTURY-FOX
PRESENTS

BUTCHCASSIDV
AND
THESUNDANCE
KID
Sun.Mar.4

~·--

w

Wednesday
Night
Series

FRIDAY,MARCH 2
EastCoast's
HottestNew
8-1 am. in Donovan
$2 w/RIC 1.D.$3 w/out 9 pieceShowband!!!!!!!
0

